
Producing large amounts of digital media
data every day requires fast transmission,

efficient storage, flexible manipulation, and reuse of
visual content. To achieve this goal, the ISO Moving Pic-
ture Expert Group’s MPEG-4 standard provides a con-
tent-based framework. For video, it lets users transmit,
retrieve, download, store, and reuse arbitrarily shaped
semantic video objects (SVOs) efficiently and also inter-
act with media sources. However, MPEG-4 doesn’t pro-
vide concrete techniques for SVO extraction.
Nonetheless, it’s an indispensable process for many dig-
ital video applications. 

Unfortunately, it’s difficult to extract an SVO because:

1. A unique definition of an SVO doesn’t exist. Anything
that represents a meaningful entity in the world—
for instance, a human body, a table, a building, an
aircraft, and so on—could be classified as an SVO.

2. SVO extraction is basically a segmentation process,
which researchers consider one of the most difficult
problems in computer vision and image processing.

3. Traditional low-level visual homogeneity criteria
(like color, texture, intensity, and so on) for seg-
mentation don’t lead to regions that immediately
correspond to meaningful objects in the real world.

More sophisticated, semantic,
meaningful homogeneity criteria
must be employed if possible. How-
ever, what’s a good homogeneity cri-
terion for a certain semantic
meaning? Does it really exist?

Since an SVO usually has differ-
ent motion features from the back-
ground and from other SVOs, most
existing automatic SVO extraction
schemes use motion information in
video sequences as an important cue
to produce semantic objects. Based
on how the motion information is
used, we can divide most current
methods into three categories:

1. temporal segmentation,
2. spatial segmentation and temporal tracking, and
3. spatio-temporal segmentation.

Temporal segmentation only uses motion information
deduced from consecutive frames and doesn’t consider
spatial information. For instance, Wang and Adelson1

employed the motion estimation, motion segmentation,
and temporal integration to obtain video objects. Neri et
al.2 used the higher order statistics-based significance
test to separate moving objects from the background.
Since spatial information is neglected, extracted video
objects aren’t accurate at the boundaries.

To improve accuracy, we must consider spatial seg-
mentation based on color, texture, and so on. One way
is to perform spatial segmentation for the initial frame
and temporal tracking for the successive frames. Wang3

developed an algorithm using this two-stage technique
to track fast moving objects and detect the appearance
or disappearance of objects. However, his approach did-
n’t consider complex motion and moving cameras.

Another way to improve accuracy is to impose spatial
segmentation on each frame to modify the temporal seg-
mentation result. Mech and Wollborn’s method4 used
the significance test to detect frame change and produce
temporal segmentation results. They superimposed
luminance edge adaptation on the temporal segmenta-
tion results to improve the estimated object’s boundary
accuracy. Kim et al.5 performed temporal segmentation
(based on hypothesis testing of two successive frames)
and spatial segmentation (based on watershed detec-
tion and region merging) simultaneously on each frame.
They fused these two segmentation results to produce a
moving object with an accurate boundary.

In addition to fully automatic methods, researchers
have also studied semi-automatic techniques with user
interaction. In Toklu et al.’s method,6 users must man-
ually segment an object of interest in the first frame. The
segmented object is then fit to a deformable 2D trian-
gular mesh, which is tracked and updated in the subse-
quent frames. Gu et al.7 obtained the precise SVO
boundary on the first frame using a combination of
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human assistance and morphological segmentation.
They obtained the SVO in each of the remaining frames
through motion compensation and boundary refine-
ment based on the previous frame. 

These methods are successful to some extent. Howev-
er, SVO extraction techniques remain in their infancy. To
benefit users, a good extraction method should be accu-
rate, user interactive, and simple. Accuracy is an essen-
tial requirement. An inaccurate SVO containing parts of
the background or losing its own parts can hardly be
reused in content-based applications. Nonetheless, SVOs
that most methods produce aren’t accurate enough at
boundaries, especially for video sequences containing
complex background and motion. Although performing
spatial segmentation on each frame can improve accura-
cy, it will simultaneously increase the computational com-
plexity and decrease the speed. Fully automatic SVO
extraction techniques are premature because it’s difficult
to formulate semantic concepts in homogeneity criteria.
User interaction is extremely important, since it acts as a
way to provide semantic constraints to the SVO extrac-
tion process. With user interaction, the SVO extractor will
learn what an SVO looks like and will focus on the area of
interest. However, in most of the existing semi-automat-
ic methods, users interact with the automatic extraction
in a two-phase way. That is, users outline the interested
SVO (a semantic constraint) in the initial frame and the
automatic extraction algorithm uses this semantic con-
straint to extract the SVO in the following frames. In such
a scheme it’s difficult to detect a new SVO.

To help solve these problems, we present an accurate
and user-interactive SVO extraction system. Although we
also obtain an SVO with an accurate boundary by inte-

grating temporal and spatial information, our way is quite
different from others’ work. Instead of fusing spatial and
temporal segmentations on the first3 or all the frames5 of
a video sequence, our system adaptively performs spatial
and temporal segmentation and fusion when necessary.
To achieve this, our system detects the variations between
successive frames. We only need to fuse the spatial and
temporal segmentation when a large variation occurs.
Otherwise, the system tracks the previous SVO’s bound-
ary. We find this simple method efficient in both speed
and accuracy. Since the temporal segmentation, spatial
segmentation, spatio-temporal fusion, and boundary
tracking all employ simple algorithms, our system has a
low computational complexity.

In addition, our system provides a flexible switch
between the user-interactive and fully automatic extrac-
tion modes. User interactions can be imposed, removed,
or changed in the automatic extraction process at any
time. Thus the system can extract SVOs of interest with
semantic meaning that users provide and detect unex-
pected SVOs as well. Adaptively performing spatio-
temporal segmentation and boundary tracking and
flexibly switching between user interactive and fully
automatic extraction modes—which to our knowledge
hasn’t been employed by other methods up to now—
make our system accurate, fast, flexible, and thus a pow-
erful tool for SVO extraction in many digital video
applications.

System overview
To obtain the SVO of the kth frame, our system uses

video frames k − 1, k, k + 1, and the SVO of frame k − 1
as inputs (Figure 1a). The system uses the flexible user
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interaction and automatic extraction modes. Figure 1b
shows details of the whole system. The system first esti-
mates and compensates for global motion based on the
simplified linear model.8 To estimate the model’s para-
meters, we use hierarchical block matching and least-
square approximation. Then the system computes the
variation between successive frames k − 1 and k using
the sum of the second derivative of the frame luminance
on each pixel. After that, the system performs SVO
extraction according to two criteria:

1. If the variation between successive frames k −1 and
k is larger than a predefined threshold Tv, spatial
and temporal segmentation will be performed and
fused to obtain an accurate SVO. Otherwise, the sys-
tem tracks the extracted SVO’s boundary in frame
k − 1 to produce an SVO for frame k. This reduces
the computational complexity and amount of pro-
cessing time.

2. If user interaction is imposed, spatial segmentation
must be fused with the SVO’s mask that either the
user provides or the system obtains from frame k −
1 (which is influenced by user interaction) before
fusing with temporal segmentation.

These two criteria lead to the following five different
cases for SVO extraction (Figure 1b): 

1. If no user interaction is imposed and the variation
between frame k and k − 1 is greater than Tv (case 1
in Figure 1b), then the system automatically extracts
the SVO based on spatial and temporal segmenta-
tion and fusion.

2. If no user interaction is imposed and the variation
between frame k and k − 1 is subtle and not larger
than Tv (case 2 in Figure 1b), then the system auto-
matically extracts the SVO based on tracking the
extracted SVO’s boundary in frame k − 1.

3. If user interaction is imposed on the current frame
(case 3 in Figure 1 b), then the system fuses the pre-
sumed SVO that the user selects with spatial seg-
mentation to obtain the SVO’s spatial mask. It then
fuses this mask with temporal segmentation. 

4. If user interaction has already been imposed and
hasn’t been removed, and the variation between
successive frames is larger than Tv (case 4 in Figure
1b), then the system enlarges the SVO’s mask
extracted from frame k − 1 morphologically as the
semantic constraint and fuses it with spatial seg-
mentation to obtain the SVO’s spatial mask in frame
k. The system then fuses this mask with temporal
segmentation.

5. If user interaction has already been imposed and
hasn’t been removed, and the variation between
successive frames isn’t larger than Tv (case 5 in Fig-
ure 1b), then the system tracks the boundary of the
SVO extracted from frame k − 1.

Spatial segmentation
Spatial segmentation divides a frame into homoge-

nous regions in terms of intensity, color, texture, and so
on. The morphological filtering algorithm9 is a popular

method for this process. However, the serial steps of
morphological simplification, gradient approximation,
watershed detection, and region merging make the
algorithm relatively complex. We propose an effective
and simple method based on hierarchical adaptive
thresholding (HAT)10 and region merging to perform
accurate spatial segmentation.

In HAT, multiple thresholds are obtained by hierar-
chically dichotomizing the intensity histogram into con-
tinuous intervals until every interval has a pixel-by-pixel
mean square error (MSE) less than a given threshold Tσ.
The histogram MSE on the intensity interval [d, u] is
defined as

(1)

where d and u are lower and upper limits of the current
intensity interval, function P(k) is the normalized inten-
sity histogram (ΣkP(k) = 1), and r is the quantatized
intensity value of the histogram interval, as defined in
Equation 2

(2)

When a histogram interval’s MSE is larger than Tσ,
this interval will be split into two subintervals, whose
sum of MSE is minimized. That is, the interval division
point c[d,u] is chosen as the parameter at which the fol-
lowing sum term is minimized:

(3)

where arg(.) is the operator to extract the parameter.
The threshold Tσ adaptively controls the details of the

segmentation result. More regions will be produced if
Tσ takes a smaller value. However, visually important
regions with sharp intensity variation at their edges can
easily be segmented and thus aren’t sensitive to Tσ.

The thresholded image that HAT produces usually
contains too many small regions. As a result, the
region merging is performed according to the follow-
ing criteria:

■ If the difference between the mean values of two
neighboring regions is less than a normalized thresh-
old Tm (a constant percent of the maximum value of
the region means), then these two regions should be
merged.

■ If the size of a region is less than a normalized thresh-
old Ta (a constant percent of the frame size), then the
region should be combined with its neighboring region
whose mean value is closest to that of this region.
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Temporal segmentation
Temporal segmentation detects moving regions from

the background of each frame. Based on Mech and Woll-
born’s4 work, we propose a simplified model with reduced
computation complexity for temporal segmentation.

Denote the squared luminance difference between
frame Fk−1 and Fk as D2

k−1,k. Denote the normalized sum of
pixels in D2

k−1,k within a (2w + 1)2 window centered on 
(m, n) as Am, n:

(4)

Am, n is a X2 distribution with (2w + 1)2 degrees of free-
dom.4 Variance σ2

t is automatically estimated by

(5)

where S is a subset of the static background, NS is the
area of S, µS is the mean value of pixels in the area of S
in Dk−1, k. Since the scene’s center, left, right, and bottom
borders are more likely to be occupied by a moving
object than the upper borders, we select those upper
border pixels, which are classified as static background
in the past L frames, as the subset S.

We define the change detection mask (CDM) that
indicates changes between frame k − 1 and k as

(6)

where Tσ is determined by the significance test.4

To get temporal coherent object regions, we labeled a
pixel as changed in the kth frame, if it belongs to SVOk−1

and labeled as changed in one of the CDMs of the last L
frames. To do this, we built a time-variant memory matrix
M. For the kth frame, Mk on pixel (m, n) can be formu-
lated as

(7)

Then CDMk − 1,k is updated by

(8)

where SVOk−1 is the semantic video object extracted
from frame k − 1.

The changed areas contain moving objects as well as
covered and uncovered backgrounds. To extract the
moving objects, most existing methods used a hierar-
chical block-matching algorithm, which is computa-
tionally complex. Here we use a simple method based
on three successive frames. As Figure 2 shows, the mov-

ing objects in frame k can be obtained by detecting the
common regions between CDMk−1, k and CDMk, k+1.

Because of the missing probability (type II error)
problem in the significance test, unless the regions cor-
responding to the SVO are highly textured, the change-
detection algorithm will produce some holes inside the
moving object and some noisy regions in the temporal
segmentation result. Therefore, we use morphological
filtering to refine the result. First, we remove the con-
nected components with an area less than threshold TA

(a constant percentage of the frame size) by using a mor-
phological opening operation. Then we remove holes
inside the moving objects areas by performing opening
and closing operations sequentially. Here we use circu-
lar structuring elements with radius R.

Spatio-temporal fusion
To make the video object’s boundary correspond

accurately to its spatial feature variation, we fuse spa-
tial and temporal segmentations. Denote the spatial and
temporal segmentation results on the kth frame as Sspt

k

and Stmp
k , respectively. We superimpose Sspt

k on Stmp
k and

define the following ratio η:

(9)

where Area(.) is the region area operator. If η exceeds a
threshold Tη, we declare the whole region in Sspt

k as part
of the moving object. Otherwise, we declare the whole
region in the spatial segmented image as the background.
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Boundary tracking
We perform boundary tracking when the variation

between successive frames is subtle (less than Tv).
Denote pk−1

mn as a pixel at (m, n) on the boundary of 
SVOk−1 extracted from frame k−1, and pk

mn as the pixel
at the same location in frame k. Denote Q as a (2g + 1)2

size searching window centered on pk
mn , where g is the

radius of the window. (Note that the value of g should
be determined by the moving object’s speed. As the
object moves faster, g becomes larger.) Then we obtain
∀ pk

i j ∈ Q, the best matching point pk
st in frame k for the

boundary point pk−1
mn by

(10)

where Dis(.) is a distance operator defined as

(11)

and I is the frame luminance.
Finally, for all the boundary points in frame k − 1, we

link their best matching points in frame k to obtain the
closed boundaries of SVOk.

User interaction
Users should be able to interact with the automatic

extraction process in an easy and flexible way. It’s
impractical for users to enter complex and time-con-
suming inputs like outlining the SVO boundary in detail.
Moreover, a flexible switch should exist between user-
interactive and fully automatic extraction modes so that
the SVO extractor can get the SVO’s semantic meaning
provided by the users and automatically detect unex-
pected video objects.

In our system, users interact with the system by draw-
ing a simple rectangular bounding box to select the object

of interest in any frame. As Figure 1b
illustrated previously, the system will
perform a spatial fusion to integrate
the user’s selection with the spatial
segmentation result to obtain a spa-
tial mask for the SVO. The fusion
process resembles the mechanism of
the spatio-temporal fusion intro-
duced previously. If the rectangular
bounding box covers the major part
(exceeds the threshold Tη) of a
region in the spatial segmentation,
then we declare the whole region as
part of the spatial mask of the SVO.
Otherwise, the system removes the
whole region from the mask. The
obtained spatial mask will later be
fused with the temporal segmenta-
tion results.

Figure 3 shows our system’s inter-
face. Users can impose, remove, or
change an interaction. The impose
operation lets users select an object

of interest by drawing a rectangular bounding box. The
remove operation will make user interaction invalid and
extracts the SVO automatically. To change an object of
interest already selected, users need to perform the
remove operation first, then redraw a bounding box to
select a new object.

Experimental results
For brevity we’ll only show the partial experimental

results with the standard video sequences Claire, News,
and Children. Parameters in our experiments are as fol-
lows:

1. For frame variation test, Tv = 20
2. For spatial segmentation, Tσ = 138.4, Tm is 0.01 of

the maximum mean value of the regions to be
merged, Ta is 0.001 of the frame size

3. For temporal segmentation, L = 4, Tα = 23, R = 3, 
w = 1, TA is 0.002 of the frame size

4. For spatial fusion and spatio-temporal fusion, 
Tη = 0.8

5. For boundary tracking, g = 1

Figure 4 illustrates the flexible switch between the user
interactive and automatic extraction process. We use
Claire and News to compose a new test video sequence.
(In this case, all frames in News and Claire are 352 ×288.)
Figure 4a shows frames 100, 101, and 158 of Claire and
frames 4 and 5 of News. The white rectangular boxes indi-
cate the objects users selected. Figure 4b shows the SVOs
extracted using our method. For frame 100 of Claire, no
user interaction is performed. The system automatically
extracts the SVO. At frame 101, the user selects the
woman’s head as the object of interest. The SVO extract-
ed from that frame excludes the woman’s collar. At frame
158, the user’s interaction is removed. The system per-
forms automatic extraction again. The system detects the
woman’s collar again as part of the SVO. When a new
video scene appears, the system can detect a totally dif-
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ferent SVO, as illustrated by the SVO
extracted from frame 4 of News,
which shows a man, woman, and
dancer (in the background). Of
course, users can impose their inter-
est again, for instance, on the female
dancer of frame 5 of News, the SVO
extracted excludes other objects as
illustrated. This experiment demon-
strates our system’s flexibility. By
imposing and removing user interac-
tion, the system can perform auto-
matic extraction, focus on the
possible SVO of interest, and detect
new SVOs. 

Figure 5 compares the SVOs
obtained by our method to those
obtained by Neri’s method.2 The left
column images are frames 90 and
100 of Claire. The middle column
images are the SVOs extracted using
our method without user interaction.
The right column images are the
SVOs extracted using Neri’s method.
Obviously, our results are perceptu-
ally more precise at the object bound-
aries than Neri’s results.

To measure the boundary accura-
cy quantitatively, we used the Sobel
edge detector to obtain a frame’s standard boundary. We
matched the extracted SVO’s boundary with the stan-
dard boundary. We then calculated the ratio ε between
the number of pixels on the matched boundary and the
number of pixels on the boundary of the extracted SVO.
The higher the ε, the more accurate the result. We test-
ed all 168 frames in Claire using Neri’s method and ours.

Figure 6 shows the results, which indicate that our
method produces more precise boundaries on all the
frames than Neri’s method does.

We also tested News and Children. Table 1 lists the
average ε on all the frames of each sequence. Again, the
results demonstrate that our method is better than Neri’s
in producing an SVO with more precise boundaries. This
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Table 1. Average boundary accuracy rate ε of Claire, News, and
Children.

Video Sequence Our Method Neri’s Method

Claire 0.2225 0.0312
News 0.2933 0.0530

Children 0.2590 0.0334
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is natural because we use not only temporal information
but also spatial information, which makes the SVO
boundaries as close as possible to the locations where
large spatial feature variation occur.

Future work
Extracting an SVO is an indispensable and difficult

task in many MPEG-4-based digital video applications
like fast transmission, efficient storage, flexible manip-
ulation, and reuse of visual contents. In our proposed
approach, adaptively performing spatio-temporal seg-
mentation and boundary tracking results in fast extrac-
tion of accurate SVOs. Users may interact with our
system by imposing, removing, and changing the inter-
ested semantic object at any frame.

In our system, the threshold Tv has a significant influ-
ence on both SVO accuracy and SVO extraction speed.
A smaller Tv leads to more accurate SVO boundaries but
slower speed, while a larger Tv speeds up the SVO extrac-
tion but decreases the accuracy. Currently, we’re inves-
tigating some strategies on how to control the parameter
Tv for different video sequence contents. We also plan
to introduce more robust statistical methods for the pur-
pose of extracting, or mining, SVOs. Better user inter-
faces and multimedia human-machine interaction
modules are also under development to enhance the
whole system. ■
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